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Abstract

We explore different information extraction
tools for annotation of interventions to support
automated systematic reviews of preclinical
AD animal studies. We compare two PICO
(Population, Intervention, Comparison, and
Outcome) extraction tools and two prompting-
based learning strategies based on Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs). Motivated by the high
recall of a dictionary-based approach, we de-
fine a two-stage method, removing false posi-
tives obtained from regexes with a pre-trained
LM. With ChatGPT-based filtering using three-
shot prompting, our approach reduces almost
two-thirds of False Positives compared to the
dictionary approach alone, while outperform-
ing knowledge-free instructional prompting.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Biomedical information extraction is the task of au-
tomatically extracting entities, relations, and events
from biomedical literature (Hobbs, 2002; Liu et al.,
2016). This information is in turn relevant to writ-
ing of systematic reviews, which support evidence-
based decision making by identifying, integrating,
and assimilating relevant articles on a given clinical
question (Methley et al., 2014). A standard frame-
work used for defining review questions is PICO,
standing for Population (or Patient), Intervention
(or Exposure), Comparison, and Outcome (Cooke
et al., 2012).

We examine information extraction in
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), which has affected
more than 55 million people around the world1.
We focus on detecting the PICO dimension
of Intervention in the AD literature, where
interventions are typically drugs. This task is
sometimes referred to as intervention extraction.
It suffers from having low precision compared
to extraction of other PICO elements (Hair et al.,

1https://www.alzint.org/about/dementia-facts-
figures/dementia-statistics/

2023a). More precise extraction of interventions
will support more effective systematic reviewing,
and can help to prioritize drugs for clinical trials in
literature-based discovery (Pu et al., 2023).

Standard methods for intervention extraction
include dictionary-based approaches (Hair et al.,
2023b) and machine learning models (Wang et al.,
2021; Wei et al., 2024). The recent advent of gen-
erative Large Language Models (LLMs) and the
prompting-based paradigm for information extrac-
tion (Liu et al., 2023) raise questions of how to
better leverage them in this task and whether they
outperform previous methods. This is particularly
interesting in domain-specific scenarios such as
AD, where limited data is available for training
models (Wang et al., 2023). We address these ques-
tions, with two main contributions: 1) we show
that while generative LLMs improve intervention
extraction precision, they suffer from low recall
compared to dictionary-based methods, and 2) we
propose a two-stage architecture combining both
dictionaries and LLMs that better balances preci-
sion and recall and reaches a new state-of-the-art
on the AD dataset.

2 Methods

2.1 Data

We used a manually-curated dataset containing pre-
clinical animal studies in the context of AD (Hair
et al., 2023b). This dataset consists of documents
comprising title, abstract, and keyword fields for
100 studies. The dataset was created in two steps:
1) a set of regular expression (regex) patterns cor-
responding to a dictionary of interventions was
applied to annotate intervention entities, and 2)
a human annotator labeled each tagged entity as
“intervention” or “not an intervention”. Figure 1
shows an example of an annotated document, the
extracted entities, and the human judgment label
for each. The AD dataset may not be perfect since
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Training set Test set

Document count 5 95
#Intervention 6 67
#Not an intervention 14 288

Table 1: AD dataset statistics for training and testing.

human annotations were a subset of regex anno-
tations. Intervention entities not being captured
by the regex dictionary were out of the scope for
the human annotator. However, we used human
annotations as a gold standard for this study.

Article id: PMID 31190768
Document: [ "... Icariin (ICA) as one of the active
ingredients of Chinese herbal medicine has the imm-
unomodulating function. This study aimed to investi-
gate the immunotherapeutic potential of ICA on AD...
Then the ethological and biochemical experiments
such as Morris water maze assay Aβ ELISA blood
T cell flow cytometry and plasma and brain cytokines
array were conducted to evaluate the effects of
ICA administration. ..."]
Matched spans: [[156,163], [527,532]]
Text spans: ["Icariin", "water"]
Human labels: ["intervention", "not an intervention"]

Figure 1: An example of an annotated document in the
dataset from Hair et al. (2023b). The “document” field
contains the title, abstract, and keywords for each paper.
Only part of the abstract is shown for brevity.

We randomly split the dataset into a training set
(5 documents) and a test set (95 documents) (Ta-
ble 1). The training documents were used for few-
shot learning in prompt-based methods. All results
are reported on the test set.

2.2 Baselines
We adapted three biomedical entity extraction tools
for intervention extraction to use as baselines, de-
tailed in Table 2. The regex-based method of (Hair
et al., 2023b) utilizes a customized dictionary based
on regular expressions for preclinical AD animal
studies. Each publication was tagged with ani-
mal models, outcomes, interventions, species, and
sexes; here we considered only entities tagged as
interventions. The intervention dictionary had a list
of 12,447 compounds compiled from DrugBank2

and Alzforum3. Synonyms, alternate spellings, and
punctuation differences were captured in regexes
(Hair et al., 2023b). This method was used to create

2https://go.drugbank.com/drugs
3https://www.alzforum.org/therapeutics

the dataset employed in our experiments, resulting
in maximum recall by design.

Wang et al. (2021) constructed a PICO extraction
workflow based on Bidirectional Encoder Repre-
sentations (BERT; Devlin et al. (2019)) for gen-
eral preclinical animal studies (not specific to AD).
This method had two entity categories that relate
to interventions: Intervention and Comparator. In-
tervention was defined as interventions that reflect
clinical practice, while Comparator was defined
as a control group, such as no treatment, vehicle/-
placebo, sham treatment, or another intervention.
We treated entities tagged as either Intervention or
Comparator entity types as interventions.

Finally, we also used the latest version of PubTa-
tor 3.0 (Wei et al., 2024) as an additional baseline,
due to its widespread usage in biomedical informa-
tion extraction. This tool extracted proteins, genetic
variants, diseases, and chemicals with a recently
developed named entity recognition (NER) model
called AIONER (Luo et al., 2023). We treated
Pubtator-identified Chemical entities as Interven-
tions. For this entity type, training was based on
the NLM-Chem corpus (Islamaj et al., 2021), with
∼5000 unique drug/chemical name annotations in
150 PubMed full-text chemical literature. The Pub-
Tator API4 was used to conduct raw processing of
input texts for entity extraction.

2.3 Prompt-based methods

Since we had limited labeled data, we prioritized
prompt-based models over training machine learn-
ing or deep learning models. We followed the
framework of (Liu et al., 2023) to design our
prompt-based models. We considered four aspects
of prompt-based learning for intervention extrac-
tion: pre-trained language models (PLMs), prompt-
ing templates, answer space, and prompting param-
eters.

Pre-trained LMs We selected ChatGPT5 and
GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) as the PLMs.6

Prompting templates We adapted prompting
templates previously used for zero-shot gene ex-
traction in biomedical literature (Törnkvist, 2024)
to our task for both zero-shot and few-shot learning.

4https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator/api.html
5https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5-turbo
6In an effort to employ open-source LMs, we also consid-

ered OLMo (Groeneveld et al., 2024). However, we were not
able to obtain meaningful answers from this LM.
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Entity extraction tool Scope of entity types Entity types used
Regex-based method
(Hair et al., 2023b)

Animal model, Outcome measure,
Intervention, Species, Sex

Intervention

BERT-based method
(Wang et al., 2021)

Intervention, Comparator, Outcome,
Species, Strain, Induction

Intervention, Comparator

PubTator 3.0
(Wei et al., 2024)

Gene/Protein, Variant, Disease,
Chemical, Species, and Cell Line

Chemical

ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2023) - Intervention
GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) - Intervention

Table 2: Scope and use of entity types for this study from entity extraction tools

Our templates7 are described in Appendix B.

Answer space We used text spans from the doc-
uments that were recognized as interventions.

Prompting parameters For both models, we set
temperature to be 0.7, max_tokens as 50, and top_p
as 1. The “temperature" parameter controls ran-
domness, which ranges between 0 to 2.

Figure 2: An example of the two-stage filtering method
that we proposed. (1) A regex-based method annotated
potential interventions in each document. Each potential
intervention had a corresponding human label, indicat-
ing whether it was an intervention in context. (2) Each
potential intervention and its context were inputs for a
PLM. Figure is simplified due to space limitations.

2.4 Two-stage filtering method

The approach we proposed (Figure 2) was moti-
vated by the maximum recall provided by the regex
patterns used to create the dataset. Instead of hav-
ing a PLM doing the full work of extracting inter-
ventions, we proposed using it to filter the false
positives obtained from regexes. Precision errors
arising from regex-based methods were mainly due
to a lack of context: any entity that matched a
regex would be recognized as an intervention. We
hypothesized that a PLM can contextualize entity

7The prompting templates (Appendix B) used for base-
lines were different from the templates (Appendix C) in the
two-stage filtering method. For baselines, the prompting tem-
plates were adapted from Törnkvist (2024). For the two-stage
filtering method, the prompting templates were created on our
own.

context and filter them out if appropriate, without
undermining recall.

We experimented with both zero-shot and few-
shot approaches (with examples sampled from the
training set), using ChatGPT as the PLM. We tai-
lored our prompts to frame the task as filtering
(described in Appendix C). All other parameters
were the same as described in Section 2.3.

3 Results and Discussion

Table 3 summarises our results, reporting preci-
sion, recall, and F1 scores for all methods. As
expected, the regex-based method resulted in per-
fect recall (since it was employed to develop the
dataset in the first place) but low precision. Both
BERT-based and PubTator 3.0 approaches did not
perform well, likely due to domain differences. The
prompt-based methods resulted in slightly better
precision, at the price of a large decrease in recall.

Our zero-shot filtering approach outperformed
the baselines in F1 score, with only a small de-
crease in recall. It filtered 30% of the false posi-
tives (FPs) of the regex-based method. A three-shot
variant, adding three true positive (TP) examples
to the prompt, gave even better precision and F1
score, filtering almost two-thirds of all FPs.

3.1 Further analysis on few-shot prompting

We performed additional experiments analyzing
the influence of adding positive examples to the
prompt in our two-stage method. The regex-only
baseline resulted in 67 TPs and 288 FPs: an ideal
filtering layer should remove all FPs while keeping
the original TPs.

Table 4 shows detailed results using two metrics:
the total reduction in FPs and the total reduction
in TPs (the latter framed as “TP price”, since this
should ideally be zero). In general, the higher the
FP reduction, the higher the TP price. However, we
did not see any particular trends when increasing
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Intervention extraction method TP FP FN Precision Recall F1 score

Baselines
Regex-based 67 288 0 0.19 1.00 0.32
BERT-based 22 232 45 0.09 0.33 0.14
PubTator 3.0 43 369 24 0.10 0.64 0.18
ChatGPT (0-shot) 28 97 39 0.22 0.42 0.29
ChatGPT (3-shot) 24 61 43 0.28 0.36 0.32
GPT-4 (0-shot) 27 108 40 0.20 0.40 0.27
GPT-4 (3-shot) 30 94 37 0.24 0.45 0.31

Our approach
Regex+ChatGPT (0-shot) 64 203 3 0.24 0.96 0.38
Regex+ChatGPT (3-shot) 58 107 9 0.35 0.87 0.50

Table 3: Results for all intervention extraction. The first three columns detail true positives (TPs), false positives
(FPs) and false negatives (FNs), while the last three columns report our evaluation metrics.

the number of examples, except for an outlier result
for 1-shot prompting. Our 3-shot results provided
the best balance but more work is required to under-
stand if further increasing the number of examples
can result in better performance.

#Examples TP FP TP price FP reduction

Baseline 67 288 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
0 64 203 3 (4%) 85 (30%)
1 45 90 22 (33%) 198 (69%)
2 63 181 4 (5%) 107 (37%)
3 58 107 9 (13%) 181 (62%)
4 63 177 4 (5%) 111 (38%)
5 61 186 6 (8%) 102 (35%)

Table 4: Detailed results varying the number of exam-
ples using our two-stage approach. All examples were
“positive” labels (entities labeled as interventions by the
human annotator), sampled from the training set.

We also tried using negative examples for few-
shot learning. However, this did not improve the
performance compared to using positive examples
only. We report detailed results in Appendix A.

3.2 Motivating case study
We discuss case studies for our motivation for em-
ploying the two-stage filtering method. We ana-
lyzed the False Positives (FPs) of the regex-based
method. As this method annotated every text span
matching the intervention dictionary indiscrimi-
nately, the 288 FPs came from context recognition
errors, i.e. where an intervention term did not de-
scribe a relevant intervention in the context of a
document. For instance, the potential intervention
entity “quercetin" in PMID:36840284 (Table 5)
was part of the molecular modeling results of a
compound rather than a drug whose effects were
directly studied.

PMID 36840284
Evaluation False Positive

Context

“Molecular modeling results revealed that
the compound’s ellagic acid, epicatechin,
catechin, kaempferol, quercetin , and apigenin
have the potential to act as a dual inhibitor
of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and COX-2 and
can be responsible for the improvement of both
cholinergic and inflammatory conditions."

PMID 30618732
Evaluation True Positive

Context

“This study aimed to evaluate the neuropro-
tective effect of quercetin against the
detrimental effects of LPS such as neuroin-
flammation-mediated neurodegeneration and
synaptic/memory dysfunction in adult mice."

Table 5: An example of the same entity string labeled as
both an intervention and not an intervention in distinct
contexts.

One may argue that removing “quercetin" from
the regex dictionary would reduce FPs. However,
the entity “quercetin" was also used as an inter-
vention in other contexts. As shown in Table 5,
PMID:30618732 assessed the effects of “quercetin"
as an intervention for treating adult mice with
neurodegenerative diseases. Therefore, an ideal
method must contextually differentiate usages of
the putative entity mentions.

3.3 PLM response outliers

A generative PLM may produce model responses
out of the target answer space, requiring further pro-
cessing. In the Regex+ChatGPT (0-shot) scenario,
the model responded with “therapeutic” (cf. “inter-
vention”/“not an intervention”) for a potential inter-
vention entity string “therapeutic" and a given con-
text of PMID:25061594. In the Regex+ChatGPT
(3-shot) scenario, the model responded with a copy
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of the prompting template for a potential interven-
tion “potassium" for PMID:30548427.

For these two outliers, we reverted to the output
of a RegEx phase, i.e. with the label “intervention”.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a two-stage approach
for intervention extraction that combined a regex-
based method with a filtering step done by prompt-
ing a generative LLM. This approach outperformed
strong baselines, including standalone use of LLMs.
Effectively, we show that LLMs can augment
regex/dictionary-based methods by removing con-
text recognition errors.

Future work involves extending our approach to
all PICO entities, beyond just interventions. This
will help automate important tasks in the literature
review for AD, such as collecting data for system-
atic reviews, and support creating more precise
knowledge graphs for literature-based discovery.
The same approach could also be adapted with spe-
cific resources and be applied to other datasets and
domains, such as clinical trials (Nye et al., 2018).
Finally, different strategies to employ LLMs in the
filtering step could be investigated, such as fine-
tuning.
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A Prompting with negative shot for a
two-stage filtering method

#Examples #TP #FP TP price FP reduction
Baseline 67 288 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
0 64 203 3 (4%) 85 (30%)
1 41 104 26 (38%) 184 (63%)
2 52 118 15 (22%) 170 (59%)
3 58 167 9 (13%) 121 (42%)
4 61 167 6 (8%) 121 (42%)
5 53 106 14 (20%) 182 (63%)

Table 6: Detailed results varying the number of exam-
ples using our two-stage approach. Selected examples
were with human labels [“Positive", “Negative", “Posi-
tive", “Negative", “Positive"], sampled from the training
set.

B A prompting template for intervention
extraction baselines

B.1 Zero-shot learning

Task description: Please identify any mention of
interventions in the text. Answer only the detected
interventions and if more than one is found, separate
them with ‘;’ not ‘and’. The answer should only
contain the names of the interventions and nothing
else. If no intervention is found, answer ‘None’.
Task content: Text: In this study we investigated the
pharmacological influence of methylphenidate (MPH)
on behavioral deficits of 5xFAD mice.

Table 7: An example of a prompting template for inter-
vention extraction baselines (zero-shot). “Task descrip-
tion" is for the role of “system", while “Task content" is
for the role of “user".

B.2 Few-shot learning

Task description: Please identify any mention of
interventions in the text. Answer only the detected
interventions and if more than one is found, separate
them with ‘;’ not ‘and’. The answer should only
contain the names of the interventions and nothing
else. If no intervention is found, answer ‘None’.
Task content structure: <Examples for few-shot
learning> Learn from the examples and complete
the following task. <Text>
Task content: Here are examples for the task. The
following is the first example. Text: Purpose: To
study the effect of vitamin B2 (VB2) on the develop-
ment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Identified inter-
ventions in the text: vitamin; vitamin B2. Learn
from the examples and complete the following
task. Text: In this study we investigated the pharma-
cological influence of methylphenidate (MPH) on
behavioral deficits of 5xFAD mice.

Table 8: An example of a prompting template for inter-
vention extraction baselines (few-shot). “Task descrip-
tion" is for the role of “system".“Task content" is for the
role of “user". “Task content structure" is a structure to
create “Task content".

C A prompting template for a two-stage
filtering method

C.1 Zero-shot learning

Task description: You will be provided with a text
span and a block of text. Your task is to decide an entity
type for the text span by considering the block of text
as a context.
Task content: Text span [X]: glutathione. A block of
text: Moreover the reduced activities or contents
of glutathione reductase superoxide dismutase (SOD)
and reduced GSH within the cortex and hippocampus
caused by scopolamine were elevated by the treatment
of KD-501. Please fill in the slot [Z]: [X] belongs to
an entity type [Z]. Choose an entity type [Z] from
the [‘intervention’, ‘not an intervention’]

Table 9: An example of a prompting template for a two-
stage filtering method (zero-shot). “Task description" is
for the role of “system", while “Task content" is for the
role of “user".

https://umu.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?aq2=%5B%5B%5D%5D&c=2&af=%5B%5D&searchType=LIST_LATEST&sortOrder2=title_sort_asc&query=&language=en&pid=diva2%3A1845028&aq=%5B%5B%5D%5D&sf=all&aqe=%5B%5D&sortOrder=author_sort_asc&onlyFullText=false&noOfRows=50&dswid=4261
https://umu.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?aq2=%5B%5B%5D%5D&c=2&af=%5B%5D&searchType=LIST_LATEST&sortOrder2=title_sort_asc&query=&language=en&pid=diva2%3A1845028&aq=%5B%5B%5D%5D&sf=all&aqe=%5B%5D&sortOrder=author_sort_asc&onlyFullText=false&noOfRows=50&dswid=4261
https://doi.org/10.1145/3611651
https://doi.org/10.1145/3611651
https://doi.org/10.1145/3611651
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:240167853
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:240167853
https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkae235
https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkae235
https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkae235
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C.2 Few-shot learning

Task description: You will be provided with a text span
and a block of text. Your task is to decide an entity type
for the text span by considering the block of text as
a context.
Task content structure: <Examples for few-shot learning>
Learn from the examples and complete the following task.
<Text span> <A block of text> Please fill in the slot [Z]: [X]
belongs to an entity type [Z]. Choose an entity type [Z]
from the [‘intervention’, ‘not an intervention’]
Task content: Here are examples for the task. The
following is the first example. Text span [X]: Quercetin.
A block of text: Prosencephalon/metabolism/ultrastructure,
Quercetin/*administration & dosage. [X] belongs to an
entity type intervention. Learn from the examples and
complete the following task. Text span [X]: glutathione.
A block of text: Moreover the reduced activities or contents
of glutathione reductase superoxide dismutase (SOD) and
reduced GSH within the cortex and hippocampus caused
by scopolamine were elevated by the treatment of KD-501.
Please fill in the slot [Z]: [X] belongs to an entity type [Z].
Choose an entity type [Z] from the [‘intervention’,
‘not an intervention’]

Table 10: An example of a prompting template for a
two-stage filtering method (few-shot). “Task descrip-
tion" is for the role of “system". “Task content" is for
the role of “user". “Task content structure" is a structure
to create “Task content".
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